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USTIUGOV (RUS) AND SCHICHO (GER) MADE OF GOLD
NEW XC WORLD CHAMPIONS IN VAL DI FIEMME (I)

Sergey Ustiugov of Russia takes gold in Cross Country Sprint
Goalabre (FRA) and Schaad (SUI) on the podium
Schicho of Germany beats super favourite Jessica Diggins of the US
Italian Giulia Stuerz seizes the bronze medal at home


First XC skiing competitions for the FIS Nordic Junior & Under 23 World Ski Championships inside the fascinating XC stadium, today in Italy’s Val di Fiemme. Elisabeth Schicho of Germany and Sergey Ustiugov of Russia are the new XC Under 23 Sprint World Champions. In the final heat, Schicho left back Jessica Diggins of the US and Italian Giulia Stuerz, while Ustiugov finished the final of the 1,500-meter race ahead of French Paul Goalabre and Roman Schaad of Switzerland. 
This morning started with 120 athletes, ready to face the qualification. Russia did the best job right from the start, followed by the Norwegians, Swedish and French. The closer the final got, the smaller this group became – at the end, 6 sprinters were still in the hunt to contest for the gold medal. These included Russian Ustiugov and Retivykh, Goalabre (FRA), Schaad (SUI), Fossli (NOR) and the Italian Rastelli.
At the gun all of the adrenaline could finally be released, and Ustiugov, who has won World Cup sprint competitions, as well as the last World U23 title from Liberec, waited for a moment before blasting to the front and going away, leaving the others to fight for the minor placings. 
‘I hoped I could get a medal and eventually I made it – said new U23 Sprint World Champion at the end of his race. ‘I felt very comfortable all the way through, since the qualifications and in the final heat I started slow cause I wanted to see what the other meant to do. Half way to the finish I decided it was the right time to attack.’
On the women’s side, Jessica Diggins certainly was the top sprinter in today’s races. The 22-year old skier from Minnesota won the USA’s first-ever World Championships gold medal in the team sprint last year, here in Val di Fiemme, along with team mate Kikkan Randall and was quite confident she could wear another golden medal today.  Diggins didn’t shine in semi-final, went through as lucky looser and in the final heat found Italian Stürz and Baudin, Schicho (GER), Sundin (SWE) and Razinger (SLO).
From the first pushes after the gun, the American skier took the lead, followed by Schicho, Stürz and Baudin, who fought hard for every meter. The head to head race along the 1,200-meter track was fought at an intense pace until the final straight where by that point Schicho had taken the lead followed immediately behind by Diggins and then Stürz. In the final meters the German athlete was the fastest over the finish line, followed by the American and the Italian.
‘I am more than happy, today is pretty much a golden day – claimed Schicho at the end. ‘I am really proud of today’s race and victory. Weather conditions were good, but the track was very tough. I felt really fit today and my skis were perfect’.
The XC Stadium is now hosting the Junior Sprint male and female events. New world champions will be crowned soon.
Tomorrow’s events schedule is packed with races in all of the three disciplines where medals are up for grabs in all of them. The next races on the XC side are in the U23 category with classic technique 10km Women (10 am) and 15km Men (11.30 am) distance races.
Both Women’s and Men’s ski jump competitions are scheduled for tomorrow as well, along with Nordic combined. These will be broadcast as usual by Eurosport and Italian RAI.
Info: www.fiemme2014.com
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MEN U23 Sprint Free 1,5 km
1 USTIUGOV Sergei RUS; 2 GOALABRE Paul FRA; 3 SCHAAD Roman SUI; 4 RASTELLI Maicol ITA; 5 RETIVYKH Gleb RUS; 6 FOSSLI Sondre Turvoll NOR

LADIES U23 Sprint Free 1,2 km
1 SCHICHO Elisabeth GER; 2 DIGGINS Jessica USA; 3 STUERZ Giulia ITA; 4 BAUDIN Francesca ITA; 5 SUNDIN Marika SWE, 6 RAZINGER Nika SLO 

